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GEORGE JOHNSON’S (“GEO”) ADDITIONAL COMMENTS IN
OPPOSITION AND TO DENY THE FRAUDULENT PROPOSED
SETTLEMENT 2 (“PS2”) AND “NEW” MEMORANDUM OF
UNDERSTANDING (“MOU”)
Participant George Johnson (“GEO”), a pro se Appellant songwriter,
respectfully submits these Additional Comments1 in Opposition to the May 5, 2022,
Joint Motion to Adopt a New Settlement of Statutory Royalty Rates and Terms for
Subpart B Configurations (“Proposed Settlement 2” or “PS2”)2 submitted by the selfstyled “Record Company Participants” (“RCP”)3 which includes Sony Music
Entertainment (“SME”), UMG Recordings, Inc. (“UMG”), and Warner Music Group
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2022-06-01/pdf/2022-11521.pdf June 1, 2022,
proposed rule by the CRB in the Federal Register.
1

https://app.crb.gov/document/download/26619 May 5, 2022, PS2 submitted by counsel for
the JRCP and NMPA/NSAI.
2

Also known as “Joint Record Company Participants” (“JRCP”) or as GEO previously
named the 3 Foreign Headquartered Major Record Labels (“3FHMRL”).
WMG is
headquartered in the U.S. but still foreign owned. SME is owned by Sony Corp. in Japan,
and UMG is owned by Vivendi in France. GEO will correct Headquartered to Owned. The
point here is American songwriters are “subject to” the compulsory license and foreign
owned parent companies are not. Also, these 3 labels/foreign corporations take advantage
of the compulsory license against the interests of American songwriters, which must stop.
3
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Corp. (“WMG”) in conjunction with their lobbyists at the Recording Industry
Association of America, Inc. (“RIAA”) and the “Copyright Owners”4, now newly
renamed “Publisher Songwriter Participants”5, the National Music Publishers’
Association, Inc. (“NMPA”) and Nashville Songwriters Association International
(“NSAI”) — all of the above named “The Participants”.
GEO once again Objects6 to the PS2 and files these Additional Comments in
Opposition to this Proposed Settlement 2 for the following good reasons. Except for
the “static” rate issue, GEO respectfully requests that Your Honors DENY this
Proposed Settlement 2 for good cause and on the exact same “self-dealing” grounds
Your Honors denied the Proposed Settlement 1 (“PS1”)7, including the private “end
run” Memorandum of Understanding (“MOU”).

Furthermore, as the Your Honors accurately point out in your Novel Question of Law
(“NQL”) letter to the Register, “Whether either NMPA or NSAI actually owns or holds a
copyright under 17 U.S.C. § 106, and whether that is a relevant issue, are questions that no
party has presented directly to the Judges.” GEO does think this is a very relevant issue
and presents the question here if allowed. If not proper to present here, I can file a motion.
4

As another “end run” or sleight of hand in plain sight, the “Publisher Songwriter
Participants” are neither songwriters nor publishers, then intentionally leave out the actual
3 Major Publishers as official participants, instead inserting only themselves, as publishing
lobbyists NMPA and NSAI, as the official “participants” and as willing sellers on the official
Licensor side of the equation, which is not factually true and completely disingenuous.
5

https://app.crb.gov/document/download/26723 May 27, 2022, George Johnson’s Objection
to Fraudulent Proposed Settlement and MOU, by NMPA and RIAA
6

https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/FR-2022-03-30/pdf/2022-06691.pdf March 30, 2022,
Federal Register, Withdrawal of Proposed Rule by CRB.
7
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“12 CENT” RETROACTIVE INDEXING FROM 2006 IS 13.41 CENTS
One quick relevant point regarding their most recent Proposed Settlement 2
(“PS2”)8, The Participants submitted 12 cents as their calculated rate for retroactive
indexing of the Subpart B mechanical from 2006, and GEO respectfully submits
that the Participants’ proposed rate seems to be incorrectly calculated for
retroactive inflation from 2006.
Utilizing the government’s Bureau of Labor Statistics inflation calculator
from January 2006 to May 20229, the rate is approximately 13.41 cents at this
time and not 12 cents.
At the current rate of inflation at 8.3% percent, by the end of this
Phonorecords IV rate proceeding on December 16, 2022, or the beginning of the rate
period beginning January 1, 2023, the actual inflation indexing may be closer to 14
cents.
Since this inflation calculator only goes out to 2 decimals, GEO also took the
liberty of using dollars to calculate the remaining .0041 cents (Exhibit B), instead of
rounding down to an even 13 cents (Exhibit A). (See below)

https://app.crb.gov/document/download/26736 June 1, 2022, Proposed Settlement 2
submitted by The Participants.
8

9

https://www.bls.gov/data/inflation_calculator.htm
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Exhibit A

Exhibit B
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GEO’S 9.1 CENT INFLATION ADJUSTMENT OVER 5 YEARS
In GEO’s WDS, I proposed a graduated increase starting with 28 cents to 56
cents over 5 years, then leveling off in 2028 with yearly CPI indexing forward.
Current
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2025

2026

2027

2028

Frozen 9.1

9.1

9.1

9.1

9.1

9.1

9.1

9.1

CPI Increase

0

28

37

46
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56

57

GEO 51 Exhibit
Frozen 9.1

Lost CPI

I realize this seems too much for record labels, but it’s what the NMPA
and the former Copyright Office counsel have argued, that the rate should be
around 50 cents in 2015, adjusted from 1909.

This is the practical reality

songwriters are forced to bear and why I argue it. If the government forces us to
accept 2 cents for 69 years with no inflation adjustment, the time has come to take
that medicine as difficult as that may be. Maybe there is a happy medium?
To this end, GEO filed a Clarification Motion with the CRB on June 3rd.
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GEORGE JOHNSON’S (“GEO”) CLARIFICATION MOTION ON
RETROACTIVE INFLATION INDEXING FROM 1909 FOR SUBPART B
On June 3rd, 2022, GEO submitted a Clarification Motion10 to the Copyright
Royalty Board (“CRB”) regarding a small legal question on the retroactive inflation
indexing of Subpart B mechanical royalty rates.11.
As stated, I don’t think this legal question rises to the level of a Novel
Question of Law (“NQL”), and why I filed the Clarification Motion.
This legal question is directly related to GEO’s proposal to make up for 84
years of ignored inflation from 1909 under a government induced compulsory
license. The question is:
Is there any legal difference between retroactively indexing
the Subpart B 9.1 cents from 2006 to the present, and
retroactively indexing it from 1909 to 1978?

In other words, is there any legal reason or law why the Subpart B static 9.1
cents can be indexed from 2006, but cannot be indexed for the static 2 cents from
1909 to 1978?
Especially since the statutory rate has always been below-market since 1909?

https://app.crb.gov/document/download/26795
submitted by George Johnson.
10

June 3, 2022 Clarification Motion

GEO has no attorney, cannot afford an attorney, cannot find one who doesn’t solely
represent the Services and their lobbyists, and can’t speak to an attorney since they must
register with the CRB as counsel—which no normal attorney wants to do, or certainly
doesn’t want to do pro bono. So, this is why I respectfully submit this legal question.
11
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I also realize the “zone of reasonableness” might be used as an argument as
to why songwriters only deserve 13 cents instead of 28 cents, or 58 cents (to simply
break even in today’s market place), yet this is not the legal question I am asking.
The “zone” has never been applied to Subpart B rates as far as I know and
has only been reserved for Subpart C streaming rates. Lastly, GEO is not sure if
this term is in the code, created by the CRB, or a term of art created by counsel.
Other natural issues that are attached to the 9.1 cent issue are 1.) abolishing
any old or new controlled composition clauses, 2.) the rate set date issue on older
physical product, 3.) how the wholesale and retail price for downloads will be forced
to rise with “non-static” rates attached to inflation, 4.) how wholesale and retail
prices for physical product will also be affected, 5.) and how these issues would
impact all record companies, especially American independent record labels.
If American songwriters are forced to live under a compulsory
license with a statutory rate created by the U.S. government, the
government should at least allow us to enjoy the same marketplace rate it
requires us to live and work under, at the inflation rate the government
creates via monetary policy.
It’s not songwriters’ fault that we were forced to give up our labor and hard
earned copyrights in 1909, and then forced to accept 2 cents as some arbitrary rate.
So, if giving up our songs for 2 cents is what the government required of us
songwriters in 1909, and still requires in 2022, then isn’t it only fair that we require
the government to set our rates at the same rate the government requires us to live
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under? This is why GEO respectfully asks relief from 1.) 113 years of government
perpetuated monetary inflation12 and, 2.) the price-fixing of all American
songwriters and music publishers’ copyrights at unreasonable, below-market rates.
MR. DAVID ISRAELITE’S SALARY FROM 2004 to 2021
In her brilliant Supplemental Comments to the CRB, submitted on November
22, 202113, Austin music attorney Ms. Gwendolyn Seale uncovered the public
NMPA’s federal non-profit tax returns from 2016 and 201914 containing income in
the millions of dollars directly to NMPA from the Memorandum of Understanding
(“MOU”) attached to the proposed settlement.
If that isn’t enough, in those tax returns, (See 201615, 201716, 201817, 201918)
it also contained the extraordinary salary of Mr. Israelite in addition to bonuses,
possibly attached to performance in these CRB proceedings.
12

GEO also notes that BLS inflation calculators only go back to 1913, not 1909.

https://app.crb.gov/document/download/25938
Gwendolyn Seale Supplemental Comments
13

November 22, 2021, Attorney Ms.

14https://apps.irs.gov/app/eos/detailsPage?

ein=131078660&name=NATIONAL%20MUSIC%20PUBLISHERS%20ASSOCIATION%20I
NC&city=&state=&countryAbbr=US&dba=&type=DETERMINATIONLETTERS,
%20COPYOFRETURNS&orgTags=DETERMINATIONLETTERS&orgTags=COPYOFRET
URNS 2016 to 2019 NMPA Non-Profit Tax Returns, Internal Revenue Service
https://apps.irs.gov/pub/epostcard/cor/131078660_201606_990O_2017061614528343.pdf
2016
15

https://apps.irs.gov/pub/epostcard/cor/131078660_201706_990O_2018082715619330.pdf
2017 — $1,341,726 Million Dollars in compensation to Mr. David Israelite.
16

https://apps.irs.gov/pub/epostcard/cor/131078660_201806_990O_2019080516546032.pdf
2018 — $1,385,975 Million Dollars in compensation to Mr. David Israelite, plus additional.
17

https://apps.irs.gov/pub/epostcard/cor/131078660_201906_990O_2021031917817166.pdf
2019 — $1,800,000 Million Dollars in compensation to Mr. David Israelite, plus $135,452.
18
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These tax returns show evidence that his salary is in the millions of dollars.
Is this not a red flag as to why Mr. Israelite engages in these “voluntary
settlements” to freeze songwriter rates over the past 15 years? It is now proven
that NMPA works for the 3 Major Records Labels first and foremost, not the 3 Major
Publishing Companies and their staff songwriters.
A few million-dollars per-year is a great incentive and motive for any person,
and a salary one does not want to give up at any cost.
And this isn’t the first time NMPA has been involved in controversy
surrounding interference with businesses and other anti-competitive behavior.19

ADDITIONAL “TOTALITY OF THE RECORD” ARGUMENTS
As Your Honors have written, and GEO has echoed in previous comments,
there are many “totality of the record” arguments to deny this settlement including
“end runs” and other “self dealing” conflicts of interest that need solved — that the
3 labels refuse to solve on their own. I pray Your Honors do what you can there.
GEO also agrees with Your Honors that the 3 records labels should actually
“participate” in these proceedings, instead of demanding a static “voluntary
settlement”, then withdrawing from the procedure as standard operating procedure.

https://www.digitalmusicnews.com/2018/11/28/amlc-nmpa-president-david-israelitecollusion/ November 28, 2018, by Paul Resnikoff, Digital Music News, AMLC Board
Member Accuses NMPA President David Israelite of Tortious Business Interference and
Collusion
19
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LIMITED DOWNLOAD ARGUMENTS
In their Subpart B filing, The Participants included a “limited download”
regulation proposal, despite limited downloads now being contained in Subpart C.
Subpart B was bifurcated from Subpart C, but now may be un-bifurcated in
the future.
Either way, what NMPA and NSAI propose in their PS2 regarding their
“limited download” regulation changes should be put on hold until songwriters and
publishers can determine the implications of these “limited download” changes.
NMPA and NSAI claim that these new regulations will help songwriters, and
that may very well be true, but at this time, I do not understand them, and with so
many other problems with the PS2, and GEO’s proposal that the limited download
be abolished, GEO opposes these limited download regulation changes at this time.
While located in Subpart C, GEO proposed several changes to the “limited
download” in a recent filing, utilizing a BUY button. Customers could finally have
the opportunity to buy their favorite album or song on Apple Music, just like they
would their favorite movie on Apple TV20 — with a BUY button for $29.99 for The
Bad Guys21.
GEO has formally requested that Apple counsel ask CEO, Mr. Tim Cook if he
would agree to a BUY button on Apple Music where the limited download would

https://app.crb.gov/document/download/26686 May 21, 2022 George Johnson’s Subpart C
Supplemental Written Rebuttal Statement.
20

https://itunes.apple.com/us/movie/the-bad-guys/id1621678814 The Bad Guys on AppleTV
to BUY for $29.99 and Rent for $19.99.
21
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now be paid for — closing a loophole where the reproduction of a §115 musical work
would now be paid for exactly as a movie is paid for on AppleTV.
As far as GEO knows, Apple counsel has not contacted Mr. Cook on
abolishing the limited download loophole, and GEO once again respectfully requests
that they please do so. I hope Mr. Cook will answer this important request.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, GEO opposes the Proposed Settlement 2 and respectfully
requests that Your Honors’ DENY the Proposed Settlement 2 in full for the exact
same unchanged conflicts of interests and “unreasonable” self-dealing reasons you
denied the first Proposed Settlement 1, except for the “static rate” issue22.
This Opposition includes the “new” and unchanged MOU, another “end run”
around the statutory license, and for the above mentioned good reasons and other
good cause.

While the static rate issue seems solved, it is still fraught with no negotiation or mention
of arcane controlled composition clauses, old “rate set date” issues and possibly a new
controlled compositions clause by the 3 Labels — all to lower the statutory rate set by Your
Honors in response to the new static rate ruling and new Subpart B rate, and as another
“end run” around the statutory license.
22
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By:

/s/ George D. Johnson
George D. Johnson, Pro Se
an individual songwriter and publisher
d.b.a. George Johnson Music Publishing
PO Box 22091
Nashville, TN 37202
E-mail: george@georgejohnson.com
Telephone: (615) 242-9999
George D. Johnson (GEO), an individual
songwriter and music publisher d.b.a.
George Johnson Music Publishing (GJMP)
(formerly BMI)

Monday, June 20, 2022
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